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Zamagni

We can certainly identify Zamagni as a “special sire”. He 
is special for many different reason that make him unique 
in the Holstein world. He is a 4B bulls, he is homozygous 
BB for k casein and Beta-lactoglobulin, a true “Master 
cheesemaker”. On top of this characteristics, by themselves 
unusual, Zamagni si also a2a2 for beta casein: it is quite 
rare to find all this in one animal. We can also consider 
Zamagni one of the best “outcross” sires on the market: 
his sire is super, one of the few successfully proven Boliver 
sons, his dam is campogallo Gaia vG86, one of the best 
italian active daughters. next we find a laudan daughter 

classified eX90, next QG Zantie, a BW Marshall classified 

vG87, coming from the extraordinary con-acres Hs Zita, 

an eX94 Blackstar. Holstein international, after a vote by 

an international panel, has elected him “Outcross sire 

of the year 2016!” Zamagni’s daughters exibit average 

size, have great dairy strength, impressive openness ribs, 

have good locomotion and especially great udders, with 

strong attachments, high udder floor, strong ligament and 

exceptional texture. We love to define them “WOW” factor 

udders! 
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in this page: 
IT035990582675 
Zamagni Gr Malva VG86. 

In a December 2016 survey on FB, 
Malva was elected, by the great 
majority of the page followers, 

“THE INSEME COW OF THE YEAR”. 

Zamagni in the spotlight: 
the first Italian sire  

Title assigned by the renown journal  
“Holstein International”
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